
April 10, 2020 Covid Face Mask Made with Texsilk and Surgical Fabric 
 
General information: 

A. If you haven’t used your sewing machine in a while, and it requires oiling, do that first. 
B. Texsilk is the green fabric; surgical fabric is pink, blue, or white 
C. Technically texsilk has no right or wrong side, but the side you mark for the pleats will be 

considered the right side. 
D. The right side of the surgical fabric is more pitted one; smoother side is wrong side. 
E. Do not iron texsilk or the surgical fabric. They will melt to your iron! 
F. These directions are for those comfortable with various sewing projects, so not every 

little detail is included. But dig right in if this is your first sewing project.  You can do it! 
G. Before cutting the surgical fabric, check for flaws as those areas should not be used. 
H. I recommend making one complete mask to get the hang of the process, then create 

your own assembly line as desired. 
I. These directions are written to be used with the pictures of most steps to illustrate 

desired results 
 
Specific details for mask: 

1. Trim ½ inch off the selvage side of texsilk 
2. Cut 1 square 7 ½ x 7 ½ from texsilk and 1 from surgical fabric. Use larger square for 

larger people if needed. 
3. Mark pleat fold lines along edges of 2 opposite sides of texsilk as in diagram and 

picture. 
4. Sew ¼ inch seam with right sides together across bottom and top. 
5. Turn right side out, finger pressing seams so more surgical fabric is on the inside where 

the mask will touch the face. Important for comfort!!! 
6. Wire ideas for top of mask:  

a. Fold a 12” pipe cleaner in half and twist together 
b. Cut a 6 ½” piece of gauge 22 (or other appropriate thickness) of floral or other 

wire.  Bend ends in ¼” with bends facing one another.  The bent ends are 
necessary to prevent the wire from poking out of the fabric when washed; the 
bends need to face one another so the wearer isn’t being poked. 

c. Unfold a small paper clip.  Bend ends in as above. 
d. Other available wire that preferably will not rust when mask is laundered. 
e. Do not make wire longer as it will be in the way of your presser foot when you 

attach the mask ties. If you use a shorter wire, you must bar tack at both ends of 
installed wire (even pipe cleaners) or it will just migrate to the end of the wire 
space and be virtually useless. 

7. Wire installation: 
a. Center  wire inside the top seam, and topstitch across just below the wire, 

enclosing it in a tube using a zipper foot to create about a ⅜” seam. 
b. Or sew a ⅜” seam and thread the wire into the tube created, and center it, but I 

think (a) is much easier and faster. 



8. Stitch about ⅛” along each side seam just to keep both pieces of fabric together to make 
pleating easier. It seems that sewing closer, rather than farther, from the raw edge 
makes it easier to form the pleats. 

9. Create pleats: 
a.  Fold A down to meet B and pin or clamp  both sides to hold in place. 
b. Then fold C down to meet D and pin or clamp both sides as in the previous step. 
c. Be sure the raw edges of the pleats match well so the pleat lies flat from one side 

to the other 
d. Repeat on the other side. 
e. After making a few masks this way, try skipping the pin or clip steps above. 

Surprisingly, it isn’t too hard.  See a, b, and c below. 
10. Stitch about ⅛” from edge of each side to keep the pleats in place. 
11. If you are ready to skip pinning or clamping the pleats before sewing, form the top pleat, 

begin sewing the pleat, stopping a little less than midway across that pleat with the 
needle in the fabric.  

a. Form the next pleat and continue sewing 
b. Repeat on the other side. 

12. The body of the mask is ready for the ties. 
 
Create ties the easiest way: 

1. Use cotton (preferably after it has been preshrunk by washing, drying, and ironing. 
Good cotton polyester (predominately cotton) will work as far as we know, but all cotton 
is preferred. 

2. Cut a 35” length of fabric, 40” if you will be making the masks for larger heads or people 
who will be wearing the mask over bulky hats (like ski-type hats) as people using the 
mask outdoors may.   If you are making a lot of masks, consider starting with a double 
length of fabric. 

3. Tear 2” strips of cotton lengthwise  
4. Iron the fabric flat to make it ready for the next step. 
5. Fold strips in half lengthwise with wrong sides to wrong sides.  Iron the fold. Cut to 35” or 

40: lengths at this point. (It is much easier and faster to do previous steps with the 
longest length needed.) 

Alternate tie creation:  tear or cut across the width of the fabric as may be necessary if your 
fabric is less than 35” long. Sew the ends of the strips together.  Fold those seams with fabric to 
one side and stitch across it. Nobody wants these seams to fail at a critical moment.  
 
Attach tie to mask body.  You may want to sew with a zig zag stitch. 

1. For the top strap, allow at least 16” from the top of the mask to the end of the tie; if using 
a 40” tie, adjust accordingly. Generally, the bottom tie can be shorter than the top.  But 
common sense should prevail.  People making masks for arctic conditions may need 
longer bottom ties to allow for thick turtlenecks. 

2. Probably the trickiest step:  Sew the tie to the mask as in the photo with the right side of 
the tie opened flat to the surgical fabric (or face) side of mask.  Important: Use slightly 



less than ½ in seam. Then fold the two halves of the tie in to the middle, and sew them 
together, continuing on through the mask and to the end of the tie. 

a. Or fold and sew the two halves of the strip in, being ready to include the side 
edges of the mask in the seam at the appropriate position. Even experienced 
people say that the other way is easier. 

3. Reinforce the tie at each corner of the mask with a zig zag or Z with a straight stitch. This 
corner could receive a lot of stress. 

4. Celebrate!  When comfortable with the assembly, start an assembly line if you wish. 
5. Encourage feedback.  These masks are for the wonderful folks who must use them in 

the brutal real world,  What they need is what matters.  There can be no ego or hurt 
feelings in the feedback you receive. It will only make your efforts better and more 
valuable 

6. Provide feedback to these directions.  They were compiled by putting together the 
original directions I created with the many incredible suggestions and tips that my team 
suggested.  You are the first to use them in this format.  If there is an error or omission, 
now is the time to speak up. Or later if you notice something later on.  

 



 
Trim selvage off texsilk fabric along small pin-sized holes highlighted in black. 

 
 



Diagram for marking and making pleats. 



 
 Mark pleat placements per the diagram. This side of the texsilk becomes the “right”  side 
of this fabric. 



 
Sew top and bottom seams ¼” and turn right side out (so that the marks 
are showing). 



 
Center wire inside the top seam, and stitch about ⅜” along the wire. 
Note that the surgical fabric is rolled just a little toward the texsilk to 
protect the face. 



 
Stitch about ⅛” from side seams to make pleating easier. 



 
Create the pleats by folding A to B, following the diagram; clamp or pin. 
 Repeat, folding C to D. Sew about ⅛” from side edges to secure pleats. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Completed body of mask 
 



Attach tie as shown, using just a little less than ½” seam. 



Fold fabric out as shown in preparation for folding raw tie edge in as in 
the next step. 



Fold raw tie edge in to meet the center of tie. Sew the entire tie length 
with either zig zag or straight stitch, being careful to ensure all layers 
are included in the seam. 



Completed mask, illustrating the use of zig zagged seams on left and 
straight stitch on right.  Note the reinforcing details at corners of mask since 
the ties will get a lot of stress. Also note simple stitching at ends of ties to 
prevent raveling. 



Model is 5’ 6” tall and the size of many adults. 



 


